EDMONTON TANK SIZE LIMITATIONS
Lifting capacity ≤ 70 tonnes
SINGLE DIP MAX.
(Double dipping - subject to a premium)
MAX. D/D DIMENSIONS FOR DEPTH
2.44m (8’)
1.07m (3’ 6”)
MAX. D/D DIMENSIONS FOR LENGTH
12.8m (41’ 6”)
1.07m (3’ 6”)

SASKATOON PLANT SIZE LIMITATIONS
Lifting capacity ≤ 6 tonnes
SINGLE DIP MAX.
(Double dipping - subject to a premium)
MAX. D/D DIMENSIONS FOR DEPTH
2.74m (9’ 0”)
1.092m (3’ 6”)
MAX. D/D DIMENSIONS FOR LENGTH
12.2m (40’ 0”)
0.053m (2”)